Bill Gates Posts Creepy Video Urging Public To Reduce
Childhood Death With More Vaccines: ‘Why Do
Children Die?’
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In the aftermath of the federal government’s unprecedented coercion of experimental
vaccine compliance, tens of thousands across the globe suffered consequences after
injecting themselves with experimental mRNA-modifying technology.
The gene-editing shots are likely correlated to the shocking spike of innumerable health
defects, many of which were unheard of prior to the mass administration of so-called
covid vaccines.
It’s abundantly clear now, even for many who drank the kool-aid propagated by Big
Brother and big pharma-sponsored media, hazardous covid “vaccines” do next to nothing
to prevent transmission of the virus.

Still, Bill Gates, a leading cheerleader for the covid vaccines and one of the first globalists
to call for numerous and continual coronavirus shots, audaciously continues to show his
face in public in a desperate bid to save face.
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TRENDING: EXCLUSIVE: Chris Wray Put FBI on High Alert After Scouring Gateway
Pundit and Flagging 1 Comment Out of 35,000 Daily Comments Following Mar-a-Lago
Raid
Gates published another creepy video on Tuesday touting vaccine efficacy.
In the video, which is featured in his blog post “Why Do Children Die,” the software
salesman claims the cause of childhood death is the “toughest question” he has ever had
to answer and urges the public to vaccinate “all the children in the world.”
“The death of a child is a tragedy — for the family, for the world,” Gates proclaims.
The maniacal Microsoft co-founder compares getting vaccinated to practicing good
hygiene and references third-world statistics to justify vaccinating every child on earth.
“I was stunned to learn that back in 1950, over 20 million children under the age of 5
would die. By the year 2000, it had been cut in half. So, it was about 9.7 million, about ten
percent of the children that were born. Since the year 2000, there has been unbelievable
progress — we are now down to 5 million,” he said. “So what are those deaths? What’s
going on there? Overwhelmingly, it’s infectious diseases [82 percent], diarrhea,
pneumonia, malaria.
“You might ask, how we brought childhood death down and how can we bring it down in
the future. Creating new vaccines and making sure the vaccines get out to all the children
in the world,” he continued. “We can make sure you actually have good sanitation, toilets,
ability to wash your hands. We need much better tools, much better systems to help kids
in that very first week of birth attending. even monitoring the baby’s temperature or
having the mother hold the baby to make sure it stays warm. That kind of training and
early diagnosis is very important.”
An estimated 300,000 to 500,000 children died globally from starvation and following
the Fauci lockdowns.
WATCH:
This is the toughest question I’ve ever had to answer: https://t.co/IavkgCqAyI
pic.twitter.com/zWSO9I82CU
— Bill Gates (@BillGates) September 6, 2022
Gates’ latest promotion of vaccines comes days after the Bombay High Court requested a
response from the billionaire eugenicist to allegations leveled by an Indian man whose
daughter died after getting “vaccinated” with Covishield, a Covid injection developed and
manufactured by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Serum Institute of India.
The plaintiff, Dilip, Lunwat, claims his daughter Snehal took the Covisheild injections to
keep her job. She then developed severe headaches and began vomiting until she was
hospitalized when doctors discovered bleeding in her brain. Within days, she ultimately
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died from complications caused by the shot.
Gates has acknowledged the vaccines he continues he funded and continue to promote do
not “block” infection and transmission.
Bill Gates just admitted that the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA vaccines don’t work well.
pic.twitter.com/6GQ3DQk8aN
— Ezra Levant

🍁🚛 (@ezralevant) November 9, 2021

Gates has openly advocated for depopulation.
“The world today has 6.8 billion people,” Gates explained in a 2010 TED Talk
presentation. “That’s headed up to about 9 billion. Now, if we do a really great job on new
vaccines, health care, reproductive health services, we lower that by perhaps 10 or 15
percent.”

DEVELOPING: Federal Grand Jury
Investigating Trump’s Save America PAC

Private or State Action? – Section
230’s Achilles’ Heel

Steve Bannon To Alex Jones After Arrest: “We Are Winning! The People Behind The
Scenes Support Us!” (VIDEO)
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WashPost Uncritically Repeats Lies about Trump from J6 Cmte

GOOD NEWS! Gateway Pundit Reporter Cara Castronuova is Running For Office This
November! PLEASE HELP CARA "KNOCK OUT THE LEFT"!! Support Her Fundraiser!
AMAZING VIDEOS!
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